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This book aims at showing how big data sources and data
analytics can play an important role in sustainable mobility. It
is especially intended to provide academicians, researchers,
practitioners and decision makers with a snapshot of methods
that can be effectively used to improve urban mobility. The
different chapters, which report on contributions presented at
the 4th Conference on Sustainable Urban Mobility, held on
May 24-25, 2018, in Skiathos Island, Greece, cover different
thematic areas, such as social networks and traveler
behavior, applications of big data technologies in
transportation and analytics, transport infrastructure and
traffic management, transportation modeling, vehicle
emissions and environmental impacts, public transport and
demand responsive systems, intermodal interchanges, smart
city logistics systems, data security and associated legal
aspects. They show in particular how to apply big data in
improving urban mobility, discuss important challenges in
developing and implementing analytics methods and provide
the reader with an up-to-date review of the most
representative research on data management techniques for
enabling sustainable urban mobility

Journey of New Greek Migrants to Australia
Greece is at a critical juncture of its recent history. The
economic policies of the last three decades have brought it
close to bankruptcy. Much of the debate about Greece's
current problems has focused on the short-run management
of the crisis. This book contributes to public debate by
bringing into discussion important economic, political and
social issues which have played a major role in preventing
Greece's transformation into a modern capitalist economy.
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Birth, Death, and Motherhood in Classical
Greece
A major new economic history of the ancient Mediterranean
world In The Open Sea, J. G. Manning offers a major new
history of economic life in the Mediterranean world in the Iron
Age, from Phoenician trading down to the Hellenistic era and
the beginning of Rome's imperial supremacy. Drawing on a
wide range of ancient sources and the latest social theory,
Manning suggests that a search for an illusory single "ancient
economy" has obscured the diversity of lived experience in
the Mediterranean world, including both changes in political
economies over time and differences in cultural conceptions
of property and money. At the same time, he shows how the
region's economies became increasingly interconnected
during this period. The Open Sea argues that the keys to
understanding the region's rapid social and economic change
during the Iron Age are the variety of economic and political
solutions its different cultures devised, the patterns of crosscultural exchange, and the sharp environmental contrasts
between Egypt, the Near East, and Greece and Rome. The
book examines long-run drivers of change, such as climate,
together with the most important economic institutions of the
premodern Mediterranean--coinage, money, agriculture, and
private property. It also explores the role of economic growth,
states, and legal institutions in the region's various
economies. A groundbreaking economic history of the ancient
Mediterranean world, The Open Sea shows that the origins of
the modern economy extend far beyond Greece and Rome.

The Origins of Rhetoric in Ancient Greece
"Ancient Greek ethnographies-Greek descriptions of other
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peoples-provide unique
resources
for understanding
Greek environmental thought and assumptions and anxieties
about how humans relate to the rest of nature. In Other
Natures, Clara Bosak-Schroeder persuasively demonstrates
how non-Greek communities affect and are in turn deeply
affected by their local animals, plants, climate, and
landscape. By exploring the works of seminal authors such as
Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus, she shows how they used
ethnography to explore, question, and challenge how Greeks
themselves ate, procreated, nurtured, collaborated,
accumulated, and consumed. In so doing, she recuperates an
important strain of ancient thought that is directly relevant to
vital questions and ideas being posed today by the
environmental humanities-that human life and well-being are
inextricable from the life and well-being of the nonhuman
world. By turning to ancient ethnographies, we can uncover
important models for confronting environmental crisis"--

The Litigious Athenian
This edition includes a new preface and an updated
bibliography.

Environmental Pollution and Control
Based on Umweltgeschichte der Antike, somewhat expanded
and with chapter 22, The environment in Roman Britain,
added.

The Discovery of Global Warming
Threats to biodiversity, food shortages, urban sprawl . . .
lessons for environmental problems that confront us today
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may well be foundAncient
in the past.
The archaeological
record
contains hundreds of situations in which societies developed
long-term sustainable relationships with their
environmentsÑand thousands in which the relationships were
destructive. Charles Redman demonstrates that much can be
learned from an improved understanding of peoples who,
through seemingly rational decisions, degraded their
environments and threatened their own survival. By
discussing archaeological case studies from around the
worldÑfrom the deforestation of the Mayan lowlands to soil
erosion in ancient Greece to the almost total depletion of
resources on Easter IslandÑRedman reveals the long-range
coevolution of culture and environment and clearly shows the
impact that ancient peoples had on their world. These case
studies focus on four themes: habitat transformation and
animal extinctions, agricultural practices, urban growth, and
the forces that accompany complex society. They show that
humankind's commitment to agriculture has had cultural
consequences that have conditioned our perception of the
environment and reveal that societies before European
contact did not necessarily live the utopian existences that
have been popularly supposed. Whereas most books on this
topic tend to treat human societies as mere reactors to
environmental stimuli, Redman's volume shows them to be
active participants in complex and evolving ecological
relationships. Human Impact on Ancient Environments
demonstrates how archaeological research can provide
unique insights into the nature of human stewardship of the
Earth and can permanently alter the way we think about
humans and the environment.

Environmental Problems of the Greeks and
Romans
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The rapid urbanization that began with industrialization has
begun to cause many problems. New approaches are
emerging today to minimize these problems and make urban
areas more livable. These problems include insufficient social
facilities in urban areas for increasing populations due to
migration and unbalanced use of green areas, water, and
energy resources due to urbanization. Careless consumption
and the pollution of natural resources will cause people many
more problems in the future than they do today in urban
development. Many professional disciplines have noticed this
unbalanced development in urban areas. Urban areas have
larger populations than rural areas today. Urban areas are
developed neglectfully. Sustainability is needed as a criterion
for urban areas to develop in a more livable and healthy
fashion. Sustainable urban development approaches are
seen in many fields, ranging from land use to the use of
natural resources in urban areas.

Participation by the United States in the United
Nations Environment Program
The product of a collaboration between scientists, historians
and archaeologists, this book breaks new ground in the study
of the long-term interaction between environmental factors,
including climate, and human beings.

Other Natures
"Noting that privileges granted to the aged generally took the
form of exemptions from duties rather than positive benefits,
Tim Parkin argues that the elderly were granted no privileged
status or guaranteed social role. At the same time, they were
permitted - and expected - to continue to participate actively
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in society for as long
as they Society
were able."--BOOK
JACKET.
The Social History of Rome
Why did Greek society foster social conditions, especially
early marriage with its attendant early childbearing, that were
known to be dangerous for both mother and child? What were
the actual causes of death among women described as dying
of childbirth in the Hippocratic Epidemics? Why did families
choose to portray labor scenes on tombstones when the
Greek commemorative tradition otherwise avoided reference
to suffering and illness? In Birth, Death, and Motherhood in
Classical Greece, Nancy Demand offers the first
comprehensive exploration of the social and cultural
construction of childbirth in ancient Greece. Reading the
ancient evidence in light of feminist theory, the Foucauldian
notion of discursively constituted objects, medical
anthropology, and anthropological studies of the modern
Greek village, Demand discusses topics that include
midwifery, abortion, attitudes of doctors toward women
patients, and the treatment of women generally. For
evidence, she relies primarily on the case histories in the
Epidemics concerning women with complications in
pregnancy, abortion, and childbirth. She also draws relevant
details from cure records and dedications from healing
sanctuaries, labor scenes depicted on tombstones,
Aristophanic comedy, andPlatonic philosophy.

Sustainable Urbanization
From the author of Guns, Germs and Steel, Jared Diamond's
Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Survive is a
visionary study of the mysterious downfall of past civilizations.
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Now in a revised edition
withSociety
a new afterword,
Jared
Diamond's Collapse uncovers the secret behind why some
societies flourish, while others founder - and what this means
for our future. What happened to the people who made the
forlorn long-abandoned statues of Easter Island? What
happened to the architects of the crumbling Maya pyramids?
Will we go the same way, our skyscrapers one day standing
derelict and overgrown like the temples at Angkor Wat?
Bringing together new evidence from a startling range of
sources and piecing together the myriad influences, from
climate to culture, that make societies self-destruct, Jared
Diamond's Collapse also shows how - unlike our ancestors we can benefit from our knowledge of the past and learn to
be survivors. 'A grand sweep from a master storyteller of the
human race' - Daily Mail 'Riveting, superb, terrifying' Observer 'Gripping the book fulfils its huge ambition, and
Diamond is the only man who could have written it' Economis 'This book shines like all Diamond's work' - Sunday
Times

Old Age in the Roman World
First published in 1990, Children and Childhood in Classical
Athens was the first book in English to explore the lives of
children in ancient Athens. Drawing on literary, artistic, and
archaeological sources as well as on comparative studies of
family history, Mark Golden offers a vivid portrait of the public
and private lives of children from about 500 to 300 B.C.
Golden discusses how the Athenians viewed children and
childhood, describes everyday activities of children at home
and in the community, and explores the differences in the
social lives of boys and girls. He details the complex bonds
among children, parents, siblings, and household slaves, and
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he shows how a growing
child’s
changing
roles
often led to
conflict between the demands of family and the demands of
community. In this thoroughly revised edition, Golden places
particular emphasis on the problem of identifying change over
time and the relationship of children to adults. He also
explores three dominant topics in the recent historiography of
childhood: the agency of children, the archaeology of
childhood, and representations of children in art. The book
includes a completely new final chapter, text and notes
rewritten throughout to incorporate evidence and scholarship
that has appeared over the past twenty-five years, and an
index of ancient sources.

The Role of the Physical Environment in Ancient
Greek Seafaring
This detailed and concise account will appeal not only to
students and scholars of Roman history, but to all with an
interest in ancient architecture and urban society.

The Open Sea
As political, economic, and environmental issues increasingly
spread across the globe, the science of geography is being
rediscovered by scientists, policymakers, and educators alike.
Geography has been made a core subject in U.S. schools,
and scientists from a variety of disciplines are using analytical
tools originally developed by geographers. Rediscovering
Geography presents a broad overview of geography's
renewed importance in a changing world. Through
discussions and highlighted case studies, this book illustrates
geography's impact on international trade, environmental
change, population growth, information infrastructure, the
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the spreadSociety
of AIDS, And
and much
more. The
committee examines some of the more significant tools for
data collection, storage, analysis, and display, with examples
of major contributions made by geographers. Rediscovering
Geography provides a blueprint for the future of the discipline,
recommending how to strengthen its intellectual and
institutional foundation and meet the demand for geographic
expertise among professionals and the public.

Pan's Travail
Rivers and the Power of Ancient Rome
Figuring in myth, religion, law, the military, commerce, and
transportation, rivers were at the heart of Rome's increasing
exploitation of the environment of the Mediterranean world. In
Rivers and the Power of Ancient Rome, Brian Campbell
explores the role and influence of rivers and their surrounding
landscape on the society and culture of the Roman Empire.
Examining artistic representations of rivers, related
architecture, and the work of ancient geographers and
topographers, as well as writers who describe rivers,
Campbell reveals how Romans defined the geographical
areas they conquered and how geography and natural
surroundings related to their society and activities. In addition,
he illuminates the prominence and value of rivers in the
control and expansion of the Roman Empire--through the
legal regulation of riverine activities, the exploitation of rivers
in military tactics, and the use of rivers as routes of
communication and movement. Campbell shows how a
technological understanding of--and even mastery over--the
forces of the river helped Rome rise to its central place in the
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ancient world.
Frontiers of the Roman Empire
Publisher description

Other Natures
The democratic revolution that swept Classical Athens
transformed the role of law in Athenian society. The legal
process and the popular courts took on new and expanded
roles in civic life. Although these changes occurred with the
consent of the "people" (demos), Athenians were ambivalent
about the spread of legal culture. In particular, they were
aware that unscrupulous individuals might manipulate the
laws and the legal process to serve their own purposes.
Indeed, throughout the Classical Period, when Athenians
gathered in public and private settings, they regularly
discussed, debated, and complained about legal chicanery,
or sukophantia. In The Litigious Athenian, Matthew Christ
explores what this ancient discussion reveals about how
Athenians conceived of and responded to problematic
aspects of their collective legal experience. The transfer of
significant judicial power from the elite Areopagus Council to
the popular courts was a crucial step in the establishment of
Athenian democracy, Christ notes, and Athenians took great
pride in their legal system. They chose not to make significant
changes to their legal institutions even though they could
have done so at any time through a majority vote of the
Assembly. Determining that the term sykophant was applied
rhetorically rather than, as some have believed, to describe a
specific subclass, Christ shows how the public debates over
legal chicanery helped define the limits of ethical behavior
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in public life.
The Mediterranean
Provides documented information on all aspects of the
population-food-environment crisis

Roman Architecture and Society
The act of worship, he explains, often implied engaging in
collective rites regulated by playful behavior, the most
common forms of which were group hymns and choral
dances.

Natural Remedies in the Fight Against Parasites
Protecting the natural environment and promoting
sustainability have become important objectives, but
achieving such goals presents myriad challenges for even the
most committed environmentalist. American
Environmentalism: Philosophy, History, and Public Policy
examines whether competing interests can be reconciled
while developing consistent, cohe

The Ancient Mediterranean Environment
between Science and History
Covers the key environmental developments in the
Mediterranean throughout recorded history and includes case
studies charting the agricultural problems of ancient
Mesopotamia, climatic change contributing to the downfall of
the Roman Empire, and the impact of dam building at Aswan
on the Nile.
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Children and Childhood in Classical Athens
This study in environmental anthropology explores the
physical geography and sailing conditions of ancient Greece
and the Mediterranean region, the seafaring practices of the
ancient Greeks, and, more generally, the interrelationships
between human activity, technology and the physical
environment.

The Ancient Roman City
In this dramatically revised and expanded second edition of
the work entitled Pan’s Travail, J. Donald Hughes examines
the environmental history of the classical period and argues
that the decline of ancient civilizations resulted in part from
their exploitation of the natural world. Focusing on Greece
and Rome, as well as areas subject to their influences,
Hughes offers a detailed look at the impact of humans and
their technologies on the ecology of the Mediterranean basin.
Evidence of deforestation in ancient Greece, the remains of
Roman aqueducts and mines, and paintings on centuries-old
pottery that depict agricultural activities document ancient
actions that resulted in detrimental consequences to the
environment. Hughes compares the ancient world's
environmental problems to other persistent social problems
and discusses attitudes toward nature expressed in Greek
and Latin literature. In addition to extensive revisions based
on the latest research, this new edition includes photographs
from Hughes's worldwide excursions, a new chapter on
warfare and the environment, and an updated bibliography.

Negotiating Bioethics
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What is environmental
history?
It is a kind
of History
history that
seeks understanding of human beings as they have lived,
worked, and thought in relationship to the rest of nature
through the changes brought by time. In this new edition of
his seminal student textbook, J. Donald Hughes provides a
masterful overview of the thinkers, topics, and perspectives
that have come to constitute the exciting discipline that is
environmental history. He does so on a global scale, drawing
together disparate trends from a rich variety of countries into
a unified whole, illuminating trends and key themes in the
process. Those already familiar with the discipline will find
themselves invited to think about the subject in a new way.
This new edition has been updated to reflect recent
developments, trends, and new work in environmental history,
as well as a brand new note on its possible future. Students
and scholars new to environmental history will find the book
both an indispensable guide and a rich source of inspiration
for future work.

Rediscovering Geography
""Many people express surprise," writes J. Donald Hughes,
"when they are told that environmental problems existed in
the ancient world; they are used to thinking of the
environment as an exclusively modern concern. But an
examination of the evidence shows that the Greeks and
Romans not only suffered from some of the same
predicaments that plague the present scene, but in many
cases they were aware of them and commented on them.""
"In Pan's Travail Hughes examines the environmental history
of the classical period and argues that the decline of ancient
civilizations resulted in part from exploitation of the natural
world. Focusing on Greece and Rome, as well as on areas
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subject to their influences,
offers
a detailed
look at
the impact of humans and their technologies on the ecology
of the Mediterranean basin. He explores the complex
relationships of human culture and the environment with
topics that include deforestation and overgrazing, soil
erosion, depletion of wildlife and natural resources, pollution,
and urban problems such as water supply and sewage
disposal. He also compares the ancient world's environmental
problems to those of other eras and discusses attitudes
toward nature expressed in Greek and Latin
literature."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by
Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved

Earth, air, fire, water
A synthesis of recent work in archaeology and social history,
drawing on physical, literary, and documentary sources.

Dance and Ritual Play in Greek Religion
Complex environmental problems are often reduced to an
inappropriate level of simplicity. While this book does not
seek to present a comprehensive scientific and technical
coverage of all aspects of the subject matter, it makes the
issues, ideas, and language of environmental engineering
accessible and understandable to the nontechnical reader.
Improvements introduced in the fourth edition include a
complete rewrite of the chapters dealing with risk assessment
and ethics, the introduction of new theories of radiation
damage, inclusion of environmental disasters like Chernobyl
and Bhopal, and general updating of all the content,
specifically that on radioactive waste. Since this book was
first published in 1972, several generations of students have
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become environmentally
aware
and conscious
of their
responsibilities to the planet earth. Many of these
environmental pioneers are now teaching in colleges and
universities, and have in their classes students with the same
sense of dedication and resolve that they themselves brought
to the discipline. In those days, it was sometimes difficult to
explain what indeed environmental science or engineering
was, and why the development of these fields was so
important to the future of the earth and to human civilization.
Today there is no question that the human species has the
capability of destroying its collective home, and that we have
indeed taken major steps toward doing exactly that. And yet,
while, a lot has changed in a generation, much has not. We
still have air pollution; we still contaminate our water supplies;
we still dispose of hazardous materials improperly; we still
destroy natural habitats as if no other species mattered. And
worst of all, we still continue to populate the earth at an
alarming rate. There is still a need for this book, and for the
college and university courses that use it as a text, and
perhaps this need is more acute now than it was several
decades ago. Although the battle to preserve the environment
is still raging, some of the rules have changed. We now must
take into account risk to humans, and be able to manipulate
concepts of risk management. With increasing population,
and fewer alternatives to waste disposal, this problem is
intensified. Environmental laws have changed, and will no
doubt continue to evolve. Attitudes toward the environment
are often couched in what has become known as the
environmental ethic. Finally, the environmental movement
has become powerful politically, and environmentalism can
be made to serve a political agenda. In revising this book, we
have attempted to incorporate the evolving nature of
environmental sciences and engineering by adding chapters
as necessary and eliminating material that is less germane to
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today's students. We
have nevertheless
maintained
the
essential feature of this book -- to package the more
important aspects of environmental engineering science and
technology in an organized manner and present this mainly
technical material to a nonengineering audience. This book
has been used as a text in courses which require no
prerequisites, although a high school knowledge of chemistry
is important. A knowledge of college level algebra is also
useful, but calculus is not required for the understanding of
the technical and scientific concepts. We do not intend for this
book to be scientifically and technically complete. In fact,
many complex environmental problems have been simplified
to the threshold of pain for many engineers and scientists.
Our objective, however, is not to impress nontechnical
students with the rigors and complexities of pollution control
technology but rather to make some of the language and
ideas of environmental engineering and science more
understandable.

Floods of the Tiber in Ancient Rome
The author of Scientists in Power and Nuclear Fear
illuminates the scientific process that reached consensus in
2001 about global warming by assembling evidence from
around the world to show the complex workings of the earth's
climate and environment. (Ecology & Environment)

American Environmentalism
This book treats such topics as the structure of archaic
Roman society; social changes from the beginning of Roman
expansion to the Second Punic War; slave uprisings and
other conflicts in the society of the Late Republic; the social
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system of the earlyAncient
Empire; the
crisis ofAnd
the Roman
Empire;
and late Roman society to the fall of the Empire.

Ecoscience
This research study has been undertaken by the Australian
Greek Welfare Society in recognition of the substantial
increase in the number of people arriving in Victoria from
Greece and to a lesser extent from Cyprus since 2010. The
study identifies the number and profile of new migrants from
Greece using ABS and Department of Immigration and
Border Protection data. It also examines the sources of
information used by potential immigrants in Greece; the
aspirations of new migrants and pathways to achieve those
aspirations; and the challenges faced during the settlement
process in Australia. In addition, it scopes strategies for
capacity building that responds appropriately to the needs of
new migrants from Greece

Human Impact on Ancient Environments
With its succinct analysis of the overriding issues and detailed
case-studies based on the latest archaeological research, this
social and economic study of Roman Imperial frontiers is
essential reading. Too often the frontier has been
represented as a simple linear boundary. The reality, argues
Dr Elton, was rather a fuzzy set of interlocking zones political, military, judicial and financial. After discussion of
frontier theory and types of frontier, the author analyses the
acquisition of an empire and the ways in which it was ruled.
He addresses the vexed question of how to define the edges
of provinces, and covers the relationship with allied kingdoms.
Regional variation and different rates of change are seen as
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significant - as is illustrated
Civilis' revolt
the Rhine in
AD 69. He uses another case-study - Dura-Europos - to
exemplify the role of the army on the frontier, especially its
relations with the population on both sides of the border. The
central importance of trade is highlighted by special
consideration of Palmyra.

Early Life History and Recruitment in Fish
Populations
Many of the processes influencing recruitment to an adult fish
population or entry into a fishery occur very early in life. The
variations in life histories and behaviours of young fish and
the selective processes operating on this variation ultimately
determine the identities and abundance of survivors. This
important volume brings together contributions from many of
the world's leading researchers from the field of fish ecology.
The book focuses on three major themes of pressing
importance in the analysis of the role that the early life history
of fishes plays in the number and quality of recruits: the
selective processes at play in their early life history; the
contributions of early life history to the understanding of
recruitment.

Roman Literary Culture
Written in a clear, accessible style with a general audience in
mind, the essays in this volume offer fresh approaches to
thinking about environmental issues. When we consider the
forms of environmental decline most urgently in need of
attention -- eroding soils, shrinking forests, expanding
deserts, acid rain, ozone depletion, air pollution, poisoned
water supplies, the loss of biological diversity -- it may seem
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these problems. Yet to devise effective solutions for today's
environmental threats, we must situate them within their
larger historical, societal, and cultural settings. Amelioration
does not require exclusively scientific knowledge, but also
changes based upon law and public policy, on institutional
structures and practices, on habits of consumption, and on
countless other facets of daily life. Earth, Air, Fire, Water
seeks to redirect our thinking about environmental issues by
locating them in the behavior of human beings -- in the
institutions, beliefs, and practices that mediate between
people and that obscure but beautiful nonhuman world we
refer to as "nature." The book opens with a section on the
elements and the ways humans have understood them in the
past. There follows a section devoted to social institutions
and the ways in which we can learn from current and past
efforts to study the interaction between people and nature.
The concluding section analyzes the culture of modernity and
the ways in which the human imagination has changed in
response to the arrival of modern technology.

An Environmental History of Ancient Greece and
Rome
In Pan's Travail, J. Donald Hughes examines the
environmental history of the classical period and argues that
the decline of ancient civilizations resulted in part from
exploitation of the natural world. Focusing on Greece and
Rome, as well as areas subject to their influences, Hughes
offers a detailed look at the impact of humans and their
technologies on the ecology of the Mediterranean basin. He
also compares the ancient world's environmental problems to
those of other eras and discusses attitudes toward nature
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Collapse
This book argues that it is not fair to judge early Greek
rhetoric by the standards of Plato and Aristotle it should be
seen, rather, as a series of largely unsystematic efforts to
explore, more by example rather than by precept, all aspects
of discourse. As artistic prose came to be disseminated in
written texts and so available in a form that could be
analyzed, evaluated and imitated, the forms of the early texts
evolve into teatises such as Aristotle's Rhetoric .

Data Analytics: Paving the Way to Sustainable
Urban Mobility
This book emphasizes past and current research efforts
about principles of natural control of major parasites affecting
humans, animals, and crops. Each chapter is a complete and
integrated subject that presents a problem and confers on the
safe alternatives to chemicals. This book discusses and
updates information about three major topics of natural
remedies. The first topic is represented in a chapter outlining
important information on biological control of parasites, the
second topic is represented in three chapters dealing with
botanicals as promising antiparasitic agents, and the last four
chapters deal with miscellaneous control strategies against
parasites. This easily readable book is designed precisely for
students as well as professors linked with the field of parasitic
control. We enhanced words with breathing areas in the form
of graphical abstracts, figures, photographs, and tables.

Greece
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"Ancient Greek ethnographies-Greek descriptions of other
peoples-provide unique resources for understanding ancient
Greek environmental thought and assumptions and anxieties
about how humans relate to the rest of nature. In Other
Natures, Clara Bosak-Schroeder persuasively demonstrates
how non-Greek communities affect and are in turn deeply
affected by their local animals, plants, climate, and
landscape. By exploring the works of seminal authors such as
Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus, she shows how they used
ethnography to explore, question, and challenge how Greeks
themselves ate, procreated, nurtured, collaborated,
accumulated, and consumed. In so doing, she recuperates an
important strain of ancient thought that is directly relevant to
vital questions and ideas being posed today by the
environmental humanities-that human life and well-being are
inextricable from the life and well-being of the nonhuman
world. By turning to ancient ethnographies, we can uncover
important models for confronting environmental crisis"--

Pan's Travail
The sequencing of the entire human genome has opened up
unprecedented possibilities for healthcare, but also ethical
and social dilemmas about how these can be achieved,
particularly in developing countries. UNESCO’s Bioethics
Programme was established to address such issues in 1993.
Since then, it has adopted three declarations on human
genetics and bioethics (1997, 2003 and 2005), set up
numerous training programmes around the world and
debated the need for an international convention on human
reproductive cloning. Negotiating Bioethics presents Langlois'
research on the negotiation and implementation of the three
declarations and the human cloning debate, based on
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fieldwork carried out
in Kenya,
South Africa,
and the
UK, among policy-makers, geneticists, ethicists, civil society
representatives and industry professionals. The book
examines whether the UNESCO Bioethics Programme is an
effective forum for (a) decision-making on bioethics issues
and (b) ensuring ethical practice. Considering two different
aspects of the UNESCO Bioethics Programme – deliberation
and implementation – at international and national levels,
Langlois explores: how relations between developed and
developing countries can be made more equal who should be
involved in global level decision-making and how this should
proceed how overlap between initiatives can be avoided what
can be done to improve the implementation of international
norms by sovereign states how far universal norms can be
contextualized what impact the efficacy of national level
governance has at international level Drawing on extensive
empirical research, Negotiating Bioethics presents a truly
global perspective on bioethics. The book will be of interest to
students and scholars of sociology, politics, science and
technology studies, bioethics, anthropology, international
relations, and public health. A PDF version of this book is
available for free in Open Access at www.tandfebooks.com. It
has been made available under a Creative Commons
Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 3.0 license.
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